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A Helping Hand for Fledgling Puffins and Petrels in Newfoundland Local conservation group rescues
stranded birds, assists them on their way to the ocean Amy Gigi Alexander August 12, When Juergen Schau
moved to the small coastal village of Witless Bay, Newfoundland from Germany ten years ago, he began to
notice many small, stranded, injured, and dead birds on the roads, especially in the evenings. He quickly
discovered that the birds were baby puffins and petrels. They had made the first flight of their lives from
nearby Gull Island and been waylaid on their way to the Atlantic Ocean, distracted by artificial light
emanating from the town during the summer nights. Soon, he began collecting the fledglings to help them on
their way. The job was immense, and before long, Schau created an organization focused on bird rescue,
called the Puffin and Petrel Patrol. The Patrol spearheaded a massive effort, gathering volunteers of all ages
for several months a year to search for stranded puffins and petrels by night and release them each morning to
the sea. Witless Bay, the surrounding communities, and Gull Island are all part of one of the largest ecological
reserves in North America for certain types of seabirds, including Atlantic Puffins, Fratercula arctica, which
are listed as vulnerable on the IUCN red list of threatened species due to declining numbers. There are more
than , mating pairs of puffins in the Witless Bay Ecological Reserve, making it the largest colony in North
America. Puffins and petrels live on the sea, visiting land only between the months of June and August to
mate and produce one egg. By late summer or early fall, the baby birds are ready to begin their new lives,
which will be spent on water for several years â€” until they too are ready to mate. The young birds fledge at
night, when there are the fewest predators, and researchers believe they use the moonlight as a guide to their
new home on the ocean. So in addition to collecting and releasing the stranded birds, Puffin and Petrel Patrol
began educating residents about the unintended consequences of artificial light for wildlife. CPAWS is a
national non-profit organization in Canada with 13 chapters across the Newfoundland and Labrador province
focused on wild spaces and public lands as well as wildlife. CPAWS immediately recognized that there were
several areas where its expertise could be useful: Puffins live at sea, and only visit land to mate. But this
project, since the beginning, has always been about the people of these communities, reaching out to help
these birds. The Puffin and Petrel Patrol impressed us because something that began so small got to be so big.
CPAWS assisted with media and campaign materials, and Schau continued to talk to residents, one at a time,
encouraging them to use blue or amber lighting, face outdoor lights away from the ocean, use blinds on
windows, and turn unneeded lights off after 10 pm. Now everyone wants to help these little birds. I see a big
change from five years ago â€” now we use social media to tell people when the fledglings start to appear
[each summer], and by the next night, we see everyone turning their lights off. For example, noting that the
seabirds birds were particularly attracted to large parking lots with lighting, CPAWS installed an enormous
shade structure at the local school to help cover the lights and decrease the number of stranded birds. They
expect this to be the first of many shades along the Southern Shore coastal areas of Newfoundland. The groups
have also been working with local businesses to turn off billboard lights and limit storefront lighting during
the fledging season. CPAWS, in partnership with the government agency Canadian Wildlife Services, has
taken meticulous care since to weigh and band each fledgling. Staff have also measured the wingspan and
swab tested birds for avian flu since Their hope is that this data can provide information that has previously
been hard to come by, such as the age the young sea birds fledge. The number of birds found and released is
also carefully recorded, and the numbers are impressive: In , a mere 13 puffins were rescued; in , birds; and in
, 61 total. In , the groups had their most impressive year to date â€” they rescued birds â€” and of those were
in a single night. In , they rescued birds. The number of birds that strand in the community can vary from day
to day, and year to year. Strandings are impacted by several factors, including the phase of the moon, weather,
mating success, and capelin numbers â€” capelin are a type of small fish that spawn along the coastline each
summer, and serve as a key part of the local food chain. The number of rescued birds also depends on how
many people go out on patrols. Ideally, stranding numbers will begin to decline as artificial lights are muted
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on the island. Last summer, I happened to be in Witless Bay just as puffin and petrel fledging season was
beginning, and I spent an August evening with the Patrol. Schau greeted me at his garage, which was already
filling with children and their parents, as well as CPAWS representatives. Everyone carried permits,
flashlights, gloves, and wore day-glo vests for safety. At about 11 pm we set out in search for puffins and
petrels on the road â€” the patrols are carried out at night so that stranded birds can be rescued before being
injured or killed by predators or morning commuters. Finding the small birds, which are the color of asphalt,
at night is not an easy task. They get hit by cars, taken by cats and dogs, or just die. Each bird rescue was done
with a net, gloved hands, and care, and then the bird was placed into a box until morning. The morning release
of the birds highlighted the community commitment to rescuing these gentle creatures. The release took place
at a small beach, very early in the morning, witnessed by a crowd of patrollers from the night before. Then the
fledgling was given to Schau, who showed the bird to all of the onlookers. Finally, one lucky team member,
standing by the edge of the ocean, gave the bird a name and set it free to fly out over the water. The obvious
success of the Puffin and Petrel Patrol is not just in the splendid numbers of birds it have rescued and released,
but also the model involvement of people:
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Nosy Crow Noodle the Panda can help make food fun in this beautiful and irresistibly tactile board book. All
the things that Noodle likes, including bread, cheese, peas and fruit, are temptingly touchable, while all young
readers will love the ending. Walker Delightfully exuberant and endearingly sentimental, this is a simple,
glorious celebration of the differences and similarities between babies the world over. Unsurprisingly, the
caterpillar gets a bad stomach ache. Instead, he shuts himself up in a cocoon Will keep everyone thoroughly
entertained. Luckily, they are reunited; sharing the den is fun after all. Janet and Allan Ahlberg Puffin
Photograph: She almost always seems to be in trouble. But when Mog disturbs a burglar she is suddenly the
best cat in the world. As he welcomes his guests aboard, Mr Gumpy asks them to curb their usual habits to
avoid an unscheduled bath: But once safely aboard, everyone forgets â€¦ Splash! A wonderful story with a
delightfully predictable yet reassuring ending. In it she has put a soft yellow banana, a sweet-smelling guava, a
round juicy orange Words and pictures tell two stories, allowing readers to relish knowing what Handa does
not. What can he see? Can there really be a shark in the park? Luckily, Timothy finds out that none of the
sights he sees are real and sets off for home with his mind at rest. But the last visual joke captures the humour
of the whole. Each illustration reflects an activity, and the pictures also touchingly show the daily pattern of
different families. A warm-hearted peep into family life. Teaming up with their friends the lemurs, the llamas,
the gorillas and more, they form a noisy roadshow that cracks along to the rhythmic text with a rousing
repeated refrain. Bold illustrations cavort across the page as Tanka and Skunk lead the riotous dance. A
delightful celebration of rhyme and rhythm. Not that this seems to make him unhappy. On the contrary, Mister
Magnolia enjoys the company of his two sisters who play the flute and his friends the frog, the toad and the
newt. Red Fox Tension mounts in this stately farmyard drama told in only 32 words. Rosie the hen sets off for
a walk around the farmyard. Head held high, she goes across the yard, around the pond, over the haycock. But
what else is happening while Rosie goes for her walk?
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THE VERY NOISY NIGHT Diana Hendry, Author, Jane Chapman, Illustrator, illus. by Jane Chapman. Picture Puffin $
(32p) ISBN More By and About This Author. OTHER BOOKS.

Puffins belong to the Alcidae Auk family of seabirds. There are 4 species of puffins. It is the smallest of the
puffins and is readily separated from the similar Horned Puffin by the steel-blue triangle at the base of its
beak. See answer to question 3, below. The Horned Puffin receives its name from the horny projections that
extend above its eyes. Breeds from northwestern Alaska south along coast to Alaska-British Columbia border.
Winters far at sea south to waters off California. Irregular spring records from Washington, Oregon, and
California. Also on northern coast of Asia. This species of puffin breeds from northwestern Alaska south
along coast to central California, and winters at sea throughout the North Pacific. Also, on northern coast of
Asia. Although this Puffin differs noticeably in outward appearance from the other three species of puffin
which accounts for its misnaming , this sooty-brown bird is anatomically still a puffin. During the breeding
season a pale knob projects upward from the base of the upper mandible giving a Rhinoceros-like appearance
to its otherwise more narrow and shallower bill. This puffin usually comes to land at night. Breeds sparingly
on Aleutian Islands and more abundantly from Alaska Peninsula south along coast to central California, where
its populations are increasing. Probably winters in inshore and offshore waters from breeding colonies south to
southern California. Estimates range from 3 to 4 million pairs. Atlantic Puffins are found exclusively in the
North Atlantic Ocean. And it is the puffin chick that contributes best to this name because of its round, puffed
look resulting from its dense cover of down feathers - an adaptation for retaining body heat while the parent is
off fishing. Indeed, they resemble little puff balls with beak and feet. Puffins are usually 10 inches tall 18 cm ,
which is about the height of a quart jug of milk. The puffin weighs about grams, similar to a can of soda.
Adult puffins mostly eat small fish, such as sand eels, herring, hake and capelin. Puffin diets vary from colony
to colony because of the variety of fish around the breeding islands. During winter puffins may also eat
crustaceans, but their preferred food is fish. The young puffins are usually fed fish by their parents. Parents
carry fish in their bills and either drop them on the burrow floor or pass them to the chick. Parents usually feed
the chick several times each day. Puffins can carry several fish back to their nest at a time. The average catch
is around 10 fish per trip but the record in Britain is a whopping 62 fish at once! A puffin can dive for up to a
minute but most dives usually last 20 to 30 seconds. While underwater, the puffin swims by using its wings to
push it along under the water almost as if it were flying, while using its feet as a rudder. The puffin beats its
wings rapidly to achieve this speed reaching up to beats a minute. The wings can move so fast that they
become a blur, giving a flying puffin the appearance of a black and white football. Males are usually slightly
larger than females, which is most noticeable only when a pair is standing together. Most puffins do not breed
until they are 5 years old. The earliest a puffin may breed is at age 3 but this is only known from zoos. Puffins
live a long time and use their pre-breeding years to learn about feeding places, choosing a mate and nest sites.
Puffins dig their burrows using their bills and feet. They prefer to make their burrows in earth or between
rocks on steep sea cliffs so predators cannot easily reach them. They use their bills to cut into soil and then
shovel away loose material with their feet. They dig dog-like, shoveling dirt out behind themselves. Most
burrows are 2 to 3 feet long 70 to cm , which is as long as the arm length of an adult human. At the back of the
burrow the parents build a soft nest of feathers and grass where they incubate the egg. The burrows often have
a toilet area at the first bend. As it matures, the toilet is moved closer to the burrow entrance, helping to keep
the chick clean. Puffins lay 1 egg per year. They usually keep the same mate every season and use the same
burrow as in previous years. The male and female share the duties of incubating the egg and rearing the chick.
Puffins often live 20 years or more. The oldest known puffin lived to be 36 years. Maximum age is difficult to
determine because while researchers are able to band birds, puffins abrade these bands by nesting among
boulders as well as spending the majority of their lives in the open ocean, which causes leg bands to corrode
over time. Both these mechanisms cause bands to become too worn to read. Note that Puffins sometimes have
TWO bands on their legs. The one with the long string of numbers is issued by the US Fish and Wildlife
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Service, and that number is unique to that individual bird. This band has fewer letters and numbers, and can be
easier to read by Project Puffin staff members observing birds through spotting scopes, and easier to see if the
bird is captured on camera. During winter, the bills and feet of puffins fade to dull shades of their summer
colors. Every spring their beaks and feet turn a colorful orange in preparation for the breeding season. The
beaks and feet of puffins become brightly colored and the beak increases in size as the bird matures. Puffins
use body movements to communicate in a variety of situations. In mating and courtship the puffins will pair
up before they come onto the island from the ocean. Once they are on land, the pair may perform billing, a
behavior where puffins rub their beaks together. This display often draws a crowd of puffins to share in the
excitement. This involves a puffin puffing up their body to look bigger and opening their wings and beak
slightly. The wider the beak is opened the more upset the puffin. The puffin may also stomp its foot in place to
show its displeasure. The bright colors of the feet and beak help illustrate these motions. If the aggressive
encounter escalates into a full-scale brawl the puffins will lock beaks. They will then attempt to topple each
other in a wrestling match by using their feet and wings in a flurry of action. A fight may gather a crowd of 10
or more puffin spectators. The combatants may become so involved in the fight they end up rolling off their
rocky perch. A puffin also communicates information in its manner of walking. This makes the puffin look
like a soldier on guard duty, which is just what it is doing by guarding the burrow. This is a site ownership
display that serves as a mild threat to nearby puffins. This position consists of landing with one foot in front of
the other foot, with wings outspread and head angled down. This is a sign of non-hostility that relieves tension
when landing in a group of puffins. This permits large numbers of puffins to congregate together, which has
important social and predator defense benefits. Puffins make loud growling calls usually from underground
which sounds like a muffled chainsaw. The chicks "peep" for food from parents. Choose a call from the list
below to hear what a Puffin sounds like.
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Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Very Noisy Night at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest
and unbiased product reviews from our users.

We are certain that our marketplace will always provide you with the best possible prices at any given time. If
you find a better price elsewhere, we will refund you the difference. We offer more than 5, tours and packages
that have been tried and tested for quality. Book with us to secure an authentic local experience and find the
popular and unique attractions in Iceland. Add multiple services to your cart or book a package in a single
checkout. You can book and cancel day tours and rental cars up to 24 hours before departure, or change your
booking as often as you require. We provide you with more material about Iceland than any other website.
Discover a wealth of unique articles and travel blogs; study up on local hints, tips and find insider knowledge.
You can even read blogs by other travelers. Where to Find Puffins in Iceland Text by: Richard Chapman
Where is the best place to see puffins in Iceland? Can you find puffins throughout the year? Are there any
tours particularly tailored to puffin watching? How close will they let you get? These beautiful little birds,
with their brightly coloured bills, emotive watery eyes, and clumsy, wobbling walk, are intrinsically likeable
creatures, and they are very easy to attribute with human traits. After all, they nest in lifelong pairs, nurture
their chicks as a couple, and have clear social bonds within the colony. The colonies in themselves are also
part of the appeal of these charming birds, as they can number in the tens of thousands. This makes puffins
quite as awe-inspiring collectively as they are adorable individually. The fact that they nest in the same places
they were born, and only nest when there are other puffins around, means that certain places in Iceland are
undoubtedly the best in the world for this special kind of birdwatching. They cannot be seen all year, however.
Puffins roost on the surface of the ocean, and only come on land in order to breed, lay their eggs, incubate
them, and raise their chicks until they fledge. There are many ways in which you can enjoy the puffins up
close. There are certain places along the coast where they nest in vast numbers, which you can rent a car to
drive to and approach yourself, and boat tours from destinations all around the country that will take you to
islands that they seasonally colonise. Responsible Puffin Watching in Iceland When they are nesting, puffins
are often very easy to see and approach; in spite of being hunted and having their eggs raided in Iceland for a
millennium, they have very little fear of people, and it is easy to get within a metre of them in some places.
This is an incredible opportunity to connect with nature, but, of course, needs to be done so with respect to the
animal. If puffin watching, therefore, heed the following guidelines to ensure the experience is as pleasant for
you as it is botherless for the bird in question. Furthermore, if you disturb one puffin, you may actually
unsettle the whole colony. Puffins are sociable when on land, and look to each other to determine the safety of
their environment. If one takes off in a panic, all the others may follow suit; they tend to flock together and fly
in a tight circle above where they are nesting, to intimidate and protect from potential predation. Photo from
Wikimedia, Creative Commons, by Milan Nykodym You do not, therefore, want to be responsible for
emptying the cliffs at a popular bird-watching destination just because you thought a puffin wanted to be
stroked. If you wish to take a step further to protect the puffins while in Iceland, you could avoid purchasing
their meat. Although they are hunted responsibly, and eating puffin is not considered taboo here, there is a
strong push from many in Iceland to ban the practice at least until the population comes back into recovery. In
many of these, you can follow a trail to reach them, without having to book a boat tour. Due to the cautious
nature of these birds when choosing a place to nest, however, you are unlikely to find any in a location that is
not known for its puffins. After a night regaining strength in a cardboard box with some water and crackers,
little Puffer was released back into the wild. Photo courtesy of James McDaniel Horticulturalist James
McDaniel, who works in Selfoss , a town over five kilometres from the ocean, found a lost puffin hiding
between two greenhouses. Again, after a little nursing, it could be released back into the wild. These cases, of
course, were particularly exceptional. For your best chance at seeing puffins without getting on a boat, you are
much better checking out one of the five places listed below. At fourteen kilometres long and over four
hundred metres high, they are one of the most popular attractions in the Westfjords. While certainly an
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impressive sight during winter, it is throughout the summer that these cliffs truly come alive. Photo from
Wikimedia, Creative Common, by Gsd97jks Many trails will take you close to the cliff edge, where you can
easily admire the many animals, be they nesting or swooping out to sea. In most places, there will be markers
showing you the closest you can get, so for the safety of everyone involved, follow their guidance. You may
see some individuals abseiling down the cliff-faces on ropes, foraging for eggs and feathers; there is a long
tradition of this in Iceland, dating back centuries, which continues today under regulation. Local farmers were
able to use the ropes to scale down the cliff, saving the twelve surviving members of the accident. Those who
continue to harness this skill should, according to folklore in the area, be cautious, however. Driving Route 1
South, you cannot miss this enormous landmark. Up close, you will also see that it has unusual, hexagonal
basalt columns, rare formations that can only be found in a few places around the world. It is possible to
approach the arch both from the beach and from atop the cliffs, and both directions will reveal to you the vast
puffin colony that nests here throughout summer. To both the east and the west, you can see the South Coast
stretching far in both directions; to the east, the views are particularly great, as they go across the notorious
black-sand beach of Reynisfjara to the Reynisdrangar sea stacks. While the former draws visitors throughout
the year, and its other popular resident bird species, the rock ptarmigan, does not migrate, the area truly comes
alive with the arrival of the puffins. Both of these will grant you fantastic views of the colony. While admiring
them, you can keep an eye out for the elusive ptarmigans, great cormorants, and black guillemots. Whale
Watching in Iceland The peninsula is also in a convenient location near other awe-inspiring sites of the North.
The wetlands here are home to thousands of freshwater birds, allowing you to admire all kinds of duck species
and nesting horned grebes. It is also home to an old lighthouse and some long-since deserted fishing huts,
which, as unhomely as they appear, once kept the few residents of the area from the brink of starvation. They
nest on most of the islands, including the only one with a human population, Heimaey. Many operators also
run private tours to the island, of which there are options to get there by boat or by plane. As will be discussed
below, once on Heimaey it is possible to take a boat tour, which will introduce you to islands teeming with
puffin life. If you wish to spend more of your time on land, however, you need not worry; there are colonies in
the cliffs here too. The puffins are so numerous in the Westman Islands that there is a tradition in the town
where the children help pufflings who have wandered away from the cliffs, confused by the lights of the town,
make it to the ocean. Spending a full day or two in the Westman Islands will provide you with more than just
an excellent puffin watching experience. These islands have a fascinating history, of runaway slaves, murders
of vengeance, pirate attacks and, most recently, an eruption that threatened to engulf the main town. There are
many museums and natural sites that you can spend hours exploring to learn about all of this colourful past.
Photo from Big Whale Safari and Puffins Husavik There are several advantages to taking a boat tour to see
puffins, rather than just walking up to them on the shore. Firstly, it provides you with a great opportunity to
get out on the water and admire sites such as the peninsulas around Faxafloi bay from a unique perspective.
Secondly, it allows you to watch puffins doing more than just guarding their burrows, such as bobbing in the
water and diving for fish. Finally, it also provides a better chance to see more of the animals that many hope to
catch in Iceland, such as Humpback Whales which also migrate to Iceland for the summer and White Beaked
Dolphins. The most affordable and direct trip will take you out in a boat that has been visiting these islands for
seventeen years; it is small enough to get close to the islands safely and quietly, yet still has a sheltered area in
case it the weather becomes problematic. There are binoculars on board so that you can get a perfect view of
the nesting puffins. Even if you overlook a puffin-watching segment and simply take a standard
whale-watching tour , you are still more than likely to see puffins, bobbing like corks in the ocean or fluttering
overhead. Although your operator will do their best not to disturb any animals, you may see a puffin take off
in flight from the ocean, which is quite an entertaining sight. Most of these tours will make a stop at Flatey
island, which is renowned for the sheer number of puffins that crowd it. It has many little islands dotting it and
fertile waters making it a perfect place for puffins to nest. For example, you could take this adventure , which
combines a cruise with a freshly caught seafood dinner served as sushi, blending Icelandic ingredients and
ingenuity with Japanese style. Though it is available throughout the year, taking this tour between May and
September almost guarantees that you will see several islands with thriving puffin colonies. While great
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whales do not frequent its waters so reliably, the area is the best place in the country to find the elusive and
magnificent orca. Those travelling around the country may have this in their plans anyway, as the ferry carries
cars and is the quickest way to get between the two locations.
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THE VERY NOISY NIGHT User Review - Kirkus. From Hendry (Kid Kibble, , etc.) comes a sweetly beguiling tale of two
mice. Fretful Little Mouse shares a room with Big Mouse.

The Westman Islands poke out of the Atlantic just off the southern coast of Iceland. A volcano erupted back in
forcing the evacuation of everyone there. There are now about 4, hearty souls who live in this fishing village.
He came to see the residents perched high in the cliffs: An Atlantic puffin at its burrow. Their colorful beak
inspired their nick-name "Clowns of the Sea. The street signs bear their beak; so do the benches. And there is
plenty of puffin paraphernalia for purchase. Puffins are the stars on the Icelandic island of Heimaey. Their
numbers have been declining -- down by a third or more, he says, just since There is a chick underneath there.
Baby puffins called pufflings eat tiny silver fish called sand eels. At one burrow he noted, "This one is
incubating a small chick. It happens after the sun dips into the Atlantic -- and the moon rises high above.
Instinct tells baby puffins to follow that moonlight out to sea. Many pufflings get confused and fly toward the
lights of town instead, where they either starve or end up in the clutches of a hungry cat. It was like Christmas
morning when his dad Sindri woke him up just before midnight. Cowan asked, "Do I get anything special if I
spot one? Is there, like, a puffin award? To catch one, though, you have to find one -- black birds on black
streets, no easy task. But before long, a little luck. Aron and his mom, Hildur, race out of the car in search of
their puffin prize. It can go on like this for hours. Trying to catch a wayward puffin chick. CBS News
Pufflings were everywhere, and so were their pint-sized rescuers -- which explained the charming sight the
following morning when a parade of kids, bundled against the cold -- some barely old enough to walk -bringing their catch to the shore and setting their pufflings free. Aron and his little sister, Sarah, were among
them. Aron releases his puffling at the shoreline. Members of the Puffling Patrol bring their catch to the
Saehaimar Aquarium. CBS News All those kids with all those boxes first bring their puffins to the local
aquarium. This is where kindness and science meet. Each puffling is weighed, its wingspan measured, and all
their puffin particulars are entered into a handwritten journal. Good energy -- and good research, as it turns
out. Hansen is more than happy for all this pint-sized help. Cowan asked, "How much does that add to the data
that you have? And no one is more aware of the stress it puts the birds than their young rescuers themselves.
Cowan found there is a technique to it -- sort of a two-handed softball pitch. Nearly 5, pufflings were scooped
up, tagged, and put back on course this season -- one of the largest rescue seasons in over a decade. Making a
friend at Saehaimar Aquarium.
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6: Peace At Last by Jill Murphy
Get this from a library! Nicky's noisy night. [Harriet Ziefert; Richard E Brown] -- Nicky the kitten can't sleep with the
noises around the house and the reader may lift flaps to discover just what's causing them.

Premise[ edit ] Set on a fictional island off the Irish coast, the series follows a young puffin named Oona and
her little brother Baba as they explore their world. She is preschool-aged and treats every day as a new
opportunity. He is easily distracted and can be slightly clumsy at times. Baba says "Ba ba boooo! He lives in a
tree stump on the island and is usually focused on food. May voiced by Anna McDaid [9] - An energetic rabbit
who lives in a burrow on the island. She is very competitive and regularly challenges Oona to races. Silky
voiced by Laura McCallan [10] - A grey-coloured seal pup who lives in a nearby lagoon. She joins Oona and
Baba on their underwater adventures. Otto voiced by Brenn Doherty [11] - A green owl who normally appears
slightly uncoordinated. He is an expert flier and shares flying tips with Oona. Flynne voiced by Orna Canning
- A fox who does not like to be bothered but has shown from time to time that she has a caring heart. The
second season aired in List of episodes[ edit ] Puffin Practice - Oona tries to teach her brother Baba how to
act like a grown-up puffin. To See the Moon - Oona wants to stay up late to see a super moon. The Shiny
Shell - A shell that Baba finds attracts seagulls. Friendly Flynne - Flynne the fox tries to prove that she is nice.
Beach Rescue - A baby seagull gets trapped in fishing line. Lost Berries - Mossy needs to collect berries for
the Shrew Crew. Night Lights - Oona makes a trip to the sea at night. Pond Life - Oona has to keep Baba
clean. Hop, Skip and Bump - May teaches Oona how to hop "like the experts. A Noisy Neighbor - A noisy
starling bird keeps Oona awake. Stormy Weather - During a storm, Oona and Baba are stuck on a cliff. Rock
Music - Oona practices singing with her mother. The Burrow Race - Oona and May race each other to
discover who is fastest. Ruffled Feathers - Oona, Baba, and Otto search for a white egret. Finding Bernie Oona and Silky help Bernie get home safely. Run, Flap, Fly - Oona learns a new skill. Follow the Puffin Oona is put in charge of the Shrew Crew. Spot the Puffin - Oona feels self-conscious about her multicolored
beak. The Fast Day - Oona and Baba try to keep up with a speedy moth. Flying High - Oona and Otto practice
flying. Keeping Cosy - Mossy learns how to keep warm on a cold day. Cave Camping - The Puffin family
visits an underwater cave. The Empty Shell - The red crabs are put in danger. Flooded Burrow - The Puffins
must stay with May after their burrow floods. Back to the Pond - The Puffin family guide a friendly frog to the
pond. The Fallen Rocks - Oona and her pals help free a trapped Bernie. Homesick Hoglet - Baba and baby
hedgehog Spiky go exploring. Silky and the Octopus - Oona and Silky have an octopus adventure! The
Salmon Leap - Otto tries to get his siblings to fall asleep. Find the Owls - Otto and the puffins search for the
hidden Pip and Pop. The Dung Beetle - Oona and Baba help a poop-rolling dung beetle build a nest. Spot the
Ladybird - Baba, May, and Mossy look for ladybirds. The Meteor Shower - The kids enjoy a shooting star
show. The Dragonfly Display - Baba has a close call during a dragonfly hunt. The First Snow - The kids enjoy
their first snowfall. Diving Deeper - At diving practice, Oona gets a special lesson from Silky. A Day Out Papa takes the family on a fun day out. A Summer Visitor - Oona makes a new forever pal. Lamb Chase Oona and Baba help a lost lamb. Mossy Impossible - When Oona becomes tangled up in debris, Mossy jumps
into action! A Special Seashell - Oona looks for shiny shells to cheer up a sick Baba. Turtle Taxi - Bernie rides
a turtle for a daring sea rescue. Rainbow - The kids race to catch a rainbow. Puffin Treasure - Mama treats
Baba to a treasure hunt. The Longest Day - The kids gather to watch a special sunrise. House Hunting - Bernie
searches for a new shell for Bernadette. Super Snail - Oona and May help Baba find his snail pal. Day and
Night - Can the owls stay awake to watch the solar eclipse?
7: Puffin FAQs | Audubon Project Puffin
The Very Hungry Caterpillar a lift the flap book (Picture Puffins) by TwinklestarReading - jmi eikaiwa. Nicky's Noisy Night
- a lift the flap book.
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8: A children's puffin rescue squad - CBS News
The Very Noisy Night (Picture Puffins) - use for predicting, making connections, choosing verbs. Ezt a pint Candace
Robinson Ã¡ltal - tÃ¶bb mÃ¡sik mellett.

9: A Helping Hand for Fledgling Puffins and Petrels in Newfoundland :: Earth Island Journal
In fact, we found puffin as an appetizer at one of the island's restaurants. While the hunting certainly doesn't help,
Hansen says the puffins have larger issues -- breeding problems for one.
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